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Director's Foreword
Christchurch Art Gallery Te Puna ie Walwhety

The growth: of con~
temporary. sculpture
in New Zealand has
been based heavily on
European standards of
taste. From an era of
British imports’ and
influence to an awa-
kening in the T940s

of an appreciation of our unique culture,
environment and indigenous materials,
sculpture ini this country has lorig since
developed into an established aiid respected
artforin, much of the best now rooted in a
singularly Mew Zealand cantext.
Leading the way, Otago-based sculptor
Morgan Jones has been working sinc the
mid-1960s, establishing himself asa notable
artist who has developed a distinctive rural
vernacular anchered in Constructivist
principles, English-born, Jones emigrated to
New Zealand in 1955 aged twenty-orié.
Campelled to  shape, and detérmined to
Bélong in this new environment, Jones
embraced his adopted land through his
sculpture, creating raw and profoundly
simple. works that often referenced farm
practices and rural countryside.
Sealf-taught, Jones provides a robust per-
spective en cultural and political identity-in
guryeung country; using sculptured to make
‘a conscidus statement on theres. of

individual freedom and the sanctity of
human life. Frequently exhibiting in Isolated _
tural sites rather than cariventional gallery
contexts, his unique style-and dutlook
cofitinue to enhance New Zealand sculpture;
Margan Jones: Journeys and Decisions is
the most campréhénsive exhibition yeét
assembled of the works of this respected
artist. Consisting of twenty sculptural pieces
from public and private lenders as well as
the artist's own holdings, the exhibition
docurnents the complexity and scope of
Jones's art between 1975 and 2004.
1 would like to. thank Morgan for his willing
suppert and collaboration in developing this
important retrospective, and also Aticklarid
Art Gallery, Dunedin Public Art Gallery,
Ashburton District Council and private
lenders, whose generosity In providing access
to their collections is greatly appreciated,
| commend the Gallery team for their
commitment and efforts, and all those: whe:
have brought this publication and exhibition
to such successful fruition,

P. Anthony Preston -
Directar, Christehurch Art:-Galtery-
Te Puna o Waiwhetu

Pages2-3: Morgan jones
egnstivéting Natural
Selection 985

Right: Anchor What? 2002
Stiegl, powder-coated
Coltectionof the artist
Photographedby Tim Having





Artists Staternent,
Morgah Jones

IF there is anything wi all share; it i the
Experience of t i re inexorably passing. J.can
remembervéry clearly when Journeys ard
Decisians, this retrospective of my work, was
first moeted — we had our initial meeting in
Neil Roberts's office at the Robert McDougall

© Art Galfery four years ago in 2000. itwas
then | Tealised | would be seventy years of
age whien the axhibitioh opened. At the ting,
i tseerned almost impossible to imagine
friyself at seventy, but as I'd had ‘equal dif-
ficulty at the approach of all the previous
decades ~ and had survived — | presumed
the ‘current one wouldn't present toe ay
problems, And | was right. | feel no:different
mew than when | first started making
‘sculpturelin the early 1960s. For me, that's
the key — making sculpture: Provided | am
«€onstantly searching for new ways to xpress
what | want to say, then time — if it can't be
kept at bay — can at least be alleviated of
some of its sting
Journeys and Decisions surveys works'|
‘have-made during the past thirty years. | live
on a farm, and when recently our former
fare manager, John, took his successor on
a tourof the property, they drove past fy
studio, Apparently hé was asked what went
on in there — a hard question to answer, but
John didn't get bogged down in aesthetics:
He replied that ( made things: | liked that,

begaise that is just what | do. Te be moe
atturate, | construct thitigs. | join things
together. | assemble, There is only one
sculpture in this exhibition that isn't tetally
constructed, It was carved, then its pieces
joined — an echo of the way | used to make.
“sculpture inthe first ten years of my cares,
ler those days, the materfal | used was wood,
and when you carve wood you open up thé
possibility of entering semewhere with ne
exit; iri ether words, you can become
obsessed with your material and the surface
of the wood takes precedence over what you
are trying to say.

What rescued me from this cul-de-sac.was
the emergence of real ideas. The change
occurred on a Friday afternoon in 1974— In
d very minor way | regarded i t  as a miracle.
It began when | decided ta enter somethifig
in a national competition, Earlier, in the
summer holidays; I'd made my children a
sailing dinghy. | couldn't quite get the process:
of that out of my mind, couldn't quite divorce
if from sculpture. | hadn't carved something
that floated on the surface of water, | had
constructed it. Now, a couple of months
tater, | stumbled on the complete equation;
the idea for the sculpture appeared in imy
ming, along with the means of doing it —for
the fifst time, | was using metaphor, and it
was very exciting. Later that afternoon, |.

want’ into town and bought several stigetsof
bitlding plywood, a roll of fibreglass. cloth;
somie epoky resin, and a potof matt black
palht. By the-end of the weekend, faws was
completed, -and | never looked back, It re-
minds mie of Dave Brubeck’s response when
He wasasked what twas about playing jazz
that most appealed ta him. His reply was:
tha freedom. That's what constructivism
gives me— the means and abitity fo move
outwards from a ‘given theme, unhampered
by boundartes or the limitations of a single
block of wood, or a given type or amount of
material. It is perhaps not.a surprise that. I
have jazz playing in my studio while | work.
When | look back over the work that has
been assembled for this retrospective,| can't
help but recall the bare minimum of tools
that | used. Boom, for instance, which was
a very large installation on the Wellington
waterfront, and part of ‘Content/Context’,
the 1986 survey of New Zealand art, was
made with a handsaw, hammer, crescent
spanner and electric drill. | mada i t  on site
over a period o f  a fortnight, and can
rernember that the actual ‘boom’ had ta be
lifted and lowered into position with acrafig;
My rain concern was that the two pleces-of
the installation would fit together. | don’t
knew why | was so slow to leam the useful~
nessof power tools. Partly it would have



been cost, but alsa there was.an elementof
“the work ethic present, This, too, was related:
to my experience-of once working on the
-assembly line in a-car factory. | like thé
repetition that is sometimes involved in my
Installations. In the latest one, far instance,
Tput in by hand several thousand small”
screws. The repetitive nature oft h i s  task
somehow, | feel, gives a certain rhythm to
the completed work. Of course, | now have
a-powerful compound mitre saw, so that
Sorhething like Look Out would take.a week
to  make, rather than the six weeks i t  took in
“1984 with a handsaw.
I'cannot totally divorce myself from the
fundamental fact of making sculpture: for a
completed work to be truly realised i t  must
be well made and strong, Although unseen,
all ry works have an internal structure
based en what | learned as a young boy
whign | made model aeroplanes that would
fly and return to earth without breaking,

H find this analogy reassuring, not only
because it was a basic truth learned long.
ago, but because, in a sense, it brings. my
life full eircle in this retrospective entitled
Journeysand Decisions,
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Beginnings

Sure have compared the experigrice of
viewing a. Rothké paintifg to taking a long,
warm bath: it. could be argued that look-
ingat one of Morgan Jones's sculptures
is more like a brisk walk before breakfast.
‘Looking’ is often not enough — his works
FE TobUStly physical, requiring EHoides
and exploration, through actual steps or
pictorial ladders, symbolic take-offs or
leaps of faith and imagination. One of
the first sculptors to successfully harness
the vérmacular of New Zealand's rural
landscape, |énes has honed-a minimalist,
reductive aesthetic that embodies and
evokes the history and character of his
adopted country. Using the materials and
processes o f  modern agriculture asa
metaphof, he asks questions abeut freedsim;
faith, personal responsibility and social
naniputation. Johes's geuvre ranges:from
cithpact, finely balanced constructions to.
large-scale installations in public spaces
and isolatéd rural locations, and Journeys,
and Decisions draws such varlous works
‘together, revealing the cohesion and sense
of purpose at their core and showing how
ach project has contributed toa rigorous
“origoing examinatioh of huiran motivatiohs
:and behaviour,

Using such familiar, functional materials as
slate; tanalised pine, corrugated iron, galvan-
ised nails, aluminium ahd répé, Janes spedks
plainty, physically, inventively, with an eye
to the underdog and an inbuilt aversion to
pretension or brutality of any kind. Woven
into-and around these utilitarian objects is:an
idiosyncratic and tightly rationalised symba-
lic language — words, steps, arrows, doors
— with which Jones expresses his own search
for answers and enlightenment. His guiding:
theme, the sanctity of personal freedom, is
held taut within'each sculpture and echoes
across his-entire body of work. -

Abaye: Motgan Jories 198%:
-Photograptred ty  Brinjones

Left: 300 Steps, ME Gay 1982
Phidtodranihedty Eric Feasey-
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~ [Selfeducation, awayfrom
the crowd, may makefor
freer spirits, for minds which

—ican feel for profoundand—
unusual connections.’

tis stirnetimes hardto believe that Jories
was bom half a warld away. WG but aKiwi
would try to eke art out of such unfergjvably
rustic materials as corrugated iron and
galvanised bolts? Who would place a major
sculpture in the most isolated of rural areas,
for ai audlerice of a few determined humans
arid several generations of sheep? Despite
Jones's willingness t¢ adopt the idioms of
his: New Zealand, however, and the wayin
which his work absorbs and reflects aspects.
of our national character and environment,
his English childhood was hugely influential
on the development of his world-view, and
echoesof that time appear and reappear Iti
Filssculpture.
Barn in Surrey in 1934, jonks was living with
his family oh the outskirts of Londen when
the Second World War broke out, but’ was
evacuated with his mother and brother to his
grandfather's farm in South Wales. In 1340,

tiowever, when things seemed deceptively
‘safe, he returned to-the capital — just in time
“to withess the terror and destruction of the
Blitz first hand: 'l remember seeing the heri-
zen on fire when the docks were bombed.
We would watch dogfights inthe air and go
guf and find shrapnel the next day. We were
lucky — our house wasi't hit, but a V2 bomb
landed nearby. | dreaded the sourid ofthe
warning siren — the "all clear” was very dif-
ferent.” Jones spent many of his schooldays
locked underground in a claustrophobic air
raid shelter, an experience that would leave
him with beth an abiding horror of fascism
ahd an appreciation of the physical and psy-
‘chological péwer of architecture, The Impact
of these early lessons weuld tater become
clear in installations such as Natural
Selection (1985, p. 18) and Pitfall (1988).
Jones’s memories of his time at London's Mill
Hill School are.ambivalent and revealing:he:

énjoyed the model aeraplane club, but
suffered under an oppressive regime of hard
discipline: Twice beaten by senior boys for
his disloyalty in nat watching a house cricket
match, hie spent most of his t i re  thera in fear
of the next assault. On leaving, he worked
briefly in a London bank — 'l hated it’ —ahd
later joined the Fofestrfy Commission. By his
early twenties, Jones was finding the English
class system increasingly oppressive. He.
applied for free passageas a labourer to both
New Zealand and Australia— ‘I had no.plan,
it wasan adventure’— and was accepted by.

Alicia Morgan Janes
constructing Natural:

Selection 1385

Facing page: Morgan Jones.



‘the New Zealand Forestry Service, He spent
‘Bightéen months in the country in a forest
eamp.near Walouru, accompanied by
‘irmmigrants from Manchester, Newcastle
and Birmingham, ship-jumpers and criminals
onthe run’. He was then able to change occu-
pations, becoming a herd tester (by horse
.ahd cart) in the Bay of Plenty; after two years
he was free to do as he wanted. He initially
found work in a timber mill, then at Todd
Motors and later planting seedlings on a
tobacco farm at Sandy Bay, near Kaiteriteri.
In 1958; Jones arrived in Christchurch for a
‘pressure cooker course’ at the city's teachers’
college. He received his diploma in 1959, the
beginning of a long career as an educator,
spent largely at small, sometimes sole charge,
rural schools throughout Canterbury.
Jones received no formal art education, but
an early interest had first been revealed at
“a Forestry Commission training school in

Wales; when, then nineteen, hie was asked to
carve a head from wood and was ‘astonished
at how lifelike it was’. Now he began to find
form in carved works — crude at first, but in -
creasingly gaining in sophistication. He com-
pleted a set of fully articulated marionettes
and built d stage for thier with his first wife;
planning a touring show for schools. These
early works revealed the seeds of his mature
practice — precision, real or potential move-
ment, repetition and multiple elements — and
some would prefigure later thematic concerns.
A serles of moving figures, each thirty
centimetres high, was based on an image
of women in a concentration camp running.
past the guards. Though Jones's first works
were traditional in both means and material,
he soon realised that he needed a more flexi-
ble format with which to test and explore his
rapidly developing ideas: | think I've atways
been a bit of a Constructivist, but adding
something on to something you've carved is
almost like breaking a pledge.





Control

Jones had already participated in a number
_:of group and solo exhibitions when he came
to the attention of the wider New Zealand
arts scene in 1975 with his entry and sub-
sequent success in the prestigious Hansells
‘Sculpture Award. It  came at a time when
he was beginning to relinquish carving and
wooden reliefs in favour of creating large
forms from plywood and fibreglass. He had
realised the possibilities of these materials
after making a fibreglass dinghy earlier in the
yearand arrived at  an appropriate starting
pointwhile teaching an afternoon class at
Flemington School: ‘| suddenly had the idea
of a pair of pliers. | saw the Jaws as a mirror
image The final work, Jaws (1975, p. 12), was
sleek and vaguely menacing, its matt-black
opposing parts poised in perfect balance: For
Jones, it was a crucial moment: ‘| suddenly
fealised | could make things, rather than just
carving away.’ in it, and in the sculptures
that followed, Jones focused on the sense of
potential violence that lies within ordinary
tools and machinery: ‘As their opposing parts
draw closer together there is a controlled
though inevitable destructive force present.
You find this in a vice and with the jaws of
pliers, with the shearing action of scissor, the
sweep of a scythe — where the ground is the
passive partner — and with most hinged
surfaces. Just before that contact takes place
there appears to be a moment of balance
and calm, itis this morient | try-to recreate

in my sculpture — the closing one before
order becomes chaos"? oo

Encouraged by his success with faws, Jones
continued to investigate other forms, playing
with the sense of movement and energy he
could create by using intersecting angles
and the space between objects. The works
that followed were not only removed from
his previous sculptures in their simplicity
and geometric lines, they were also on a far
greater scale. In a brochure for an exhibition
in 1976 of five large fibreglass pieces at the
Canterbury Society of Arts Gallery, Jones
commented: ‘Since | stopped carving and
began to use plywood and fibreglass, |
have felt the need to make sculpture that
is at least as big as myself. Carving, for me,
became a dead end. | was becoming too
involved with the material, and instead -of
me being the leader it was | who was being.
led. | feel that with fibreglass | am in control
from the outset, hot only with the material
but with what | have decided to make.
True to their Constructivist origins, Jones's
sculptures emphasised volume rather than
mass. At over 2.4 metres, Quarters (1975,
p. 35) towers over viewers, but its most
lasting impression is of the tension between
its four angled columns.

With their smooth finish and aerodynamic
lines, Jones's sculptures of the mid-1970s
eloquently express.a sense of contained

energy. Like the wingsof an aircraft or-the
‘smooth bow of a ship, they cut through _
space, activating their surroundings, Names
like Cleft, Lift, Divide and Stern reinforced
these readings. Their strong, economical
forms and playful use of colour (from vivid
yellow, green and orange to deep slate blue
and magenta) signalled Jones's admiration
for the works of artists such as Anthony Caro
(b. 1924), whose witty and dynamic sculp-
tures made from industrial materials have
been described as 'drawings in space’.

Left: Jaws 1975
Plywood, fibreglass; epoxy
resin, acrytic
Collectionaf Ashburton
District Council
Photographed by Brendan tee





A Rural Vernacular

Jones's purchase of an old hall at Waterton,
near-Ashburton, in 1974, which-he- converted:
into-a studio, allowed him to plan and
construct sculptures on a larger scale. More
importantly, however, the discarded farming
equipment he found in and around the bull-

~ ding provided hirm with creative inspiration
and new working materials. He began to
construct assemblages and wall reliefs from
weathered fence palings, old harnesses and
other pieces of obsolete farm machinery.
Some, including a series of ‘backpacks’, posi-
tioned rough leather straps and metal buckles
against smooth, carved wood. Although these
works cantinued his interest in conveying a
senseof balance and spatial control- a quality
that is particularly evident in counterweigh-
ted works such as Rock (1978) and Sung
(1978, p. 16) — their thematic direction was
to be even more significant. The harnesses,
with their inherent connection to restraint
and servitude, suggested to Jones an analogy
between the farm and the prison. ‘You liter-
ally bind an animal (usually a horse) so that
it will work for you without chance of escape.
[-..} On a farm, every single animal is a
prisoner. It is grouped, sorted, and finally, with
great premeditation, killed. This was not
the response.of a naive townie, horrified by
the realities of country existence — farming
was buried deep in Jones's Welsh ancestry,
and he had witnessed the treatment of
animals in. both Britain and New Zealand,

Although the new direction in His work had
been triggered by old abandened farming
equipment, Jones began to choose materials
to reinforce the connections between animal
husbandry and man's inhumanity to man,
incorporating more modern agricultural
objects such as grain bags, galvanised nails
and baling twine. Despite obvious misgivings
about the treatment of animals on farms, it is
clear that the modern agricultural environment
with its reduced, functional forms, appealed
to his Increasingly minimalist aesthetic. Large
timber sculptures such as Slim Chance
{1980) reflect this ambivalence, appropriating
the satisfyingly clean lines-of fences, sheep
pens and races, while emphasising the coritrof
and maniputation inherent in such structures.
Though these works, sited in the natural
landscape, were made to ‘real’ scale and could
be mistaken at first for genuine farm objects,
they conveyed an element of anxiety and
danger through their titles and in their slightly
precarious, narrowing forms. Further exten-
ding the metaphor, wall pieces like Fenceline
(1977, p. 16) likened the methodical division
of livestock and countryside to social control
and manipulation. Its tight coils of yellow rope,
contained within compact perspex boxes,
suggest control and tension: a sense of things
that must be regulated and kept clear of one
another. It is tempting td make conhections
with the political climate of the time, when
issues like apartheid were dominant:

Above: Slip (detail of
installation, Waterton,
Canterbury) 1981
“Tanalised pine, fiver stohas’
Coliectionof the-arist’

Left: Giap (detall of Installation
on-gither side of the Waingawa
River, Masterton,for the Hansells
Sculpture Exhibition) 1980.
Tanalised pine, river stones
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Gap (p. 14), built for the 1980 Hansells Sculp-
fure Exhibition-atthe Wairarapa Aris Centre
in Masterton, expressed the human compul-
sion 6 coritain and control nature, That year,
in contrast to-previous award exhibitions
focusing on a single winner, twenty-cne
practitioners were selected for a rionith-
long exhibition, which New Zealand Listener
reviewer Margaret Christensen described as ‘a
multi-rmedia summation of the state:of the
aft’? All the participating artists (including
Paul Cullen, Matt Pine, Jacqueline Fraser and
Di ffrench) made works based on the broad
there ‘Earth, Water, Air, Fire’, and the  resul-
tirig'séulptures were displayed in the centre's
galtery, the adjcining cottage and church and
inthe local landscape. Over six days, Jones
constructed two large open-ended pine boxes
loosely filled with river stones, which faced
each other-across the  fast-flowing Waingawa
River, suggesting the optirnistic futility of
man's attempts to corral and.contain nature.
Iri an ironic turn of events; the sculpture was.
washed away by powerful floodwaters the:
night after it.was completed, demonstrating:
Jones's argument more effectively than
perhaps even he had envisaged. Philgsophical,
he later credited Gap with sparking a crucial
insight; ‘For the first time [ saw how to relate
sculpture to landscape, no matter how for-
tuitous the elements might. or might net be. |
alse saw that for a sculpture to stand easily in
the landscapeit stood a better chance of

relating to  its surroundings if it was actually
made there, using the materials.of its sur-
roundings.® Prompted by the realisation,Joiies
explored the possibilities in a series of out-
‘door works that included Shaft (1980) and
Sip (1983, p. 15).
For the 19871 ANZART exhibition in Christ-
church, Jones created his-most ambitious.
piece so far, a resolute wood and corrugated
iron structure called Shelter (p. 17), which
was sited incengrucusly on the neat lawri
outside the Court Theatre. After the axiibi-
tich, Jones determined that this ehument
to mars primal desire to build sheuld be
situated 'in the middle of nowhere’, After
galning the permission of the Minstry.of
Works, he relocated it to a remote area in
the MacKenzie Basin, where Aoraki/Mount
Cook acts as a dramatic backdrap. Theré i t
remains; seén by a lucky few, immerise arid
abialurely at home!’

Above Left: Fenceline (deral)
Lcd
Wood, metal, ope

Private:caliéctionPhotiograpliedby frends. ict

Above righit: Slung {detail}

Wood, metal rings; leatherstraps:
“Gotection ofthe ChilstchurehArt
Gallery Te PunaoWaiwhetu, giftedty
the artist, 1999
Phutegraphedtry Brendan tee

Right: Shelter (Mackenzie
Tourtry) 1987
Conugated iron, wood
“Caflecion of theitis of wks
Photcgraphed by Fic Feasey.
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Traps and Shelters

A sirmpla but frignumgntal ihtérventioh i f  thie
landscape,300 Steps, Mt. Gay (1982, pp. 8, 19)
was one of Jones's largest environmental
works-and the first time he had encouraged
viewers to participate in an installation, He
placed a long flight of 239 home-built wooden
steps into an Tsolated, rolling hillside rear
the South Canterbury town of Pleasant Point,
then, through a flyer and word of mouth,
thvited friends, family ‘and the general public
ta join him for the completion of the work: ')
climbed up, put the last step in then carried
on  across:-the hill and disappeared down into
a farmhouse where | got:changed. Then-all
these people started to climb up behind me.’
Phistagraphs. taken on the day show rare
than ene hundred people fnaking the ascent.
It was to be an important thoment for
Jones, who began to explore new ways to
physically involve people in his sculptures,
In 1984, Jones constructed Stand, a major
installation inside the Dunedin Public Art
Gallery. Made of untreated wood, 1,050 six-
inch bolts and goodness knows how many
nails’? the sculpture consisted of a large
platform resemblingthe floor 'of a woolshed,
the outline of a doov, 4 towering auctioneer’s
stand or diving platform and three tiers of
grandstand seats. Visitors were encouraged
to. make the journey across the rickety boards,
stepping onto a ‘stage’ where they were not
surehow to act. The juxtapositien of elements
engouraged multiple interpretations: though
connected to a livestock salergom, they also

‘Made reference to the national obsession
with watching:and playing sport. A waterless
‘well’ cut into the floor below the raised plat-
fer hinted at the potential consequences of
such a preoccupation. The size of the instal-
lation, obviousty designed forhuman beings,
lent ita vaguety sinister feel and opened up
other possibilities. As commentator Bridie.
Lorie observed, ‘There's something abiout the
scale of the piece which recalls prisonéf of
war camps, with watch-towets for guards?
‘On drawings exhibited alongside Stand, Jones
included annotated references to ‘doorways/
gallows’ and ‘gallows/doorway/goalpost’,
‘The themes Jones had hinted at in Stand ware
made explicit in his next large-scale work, In
the late summer and -auturmn.of 1985, he
‘embarked upon Natural Selection, a project
for the Centre Court of Christchurch’s Robert
McDougall Art Gallery. This massive structure,
mernorably described by Tom Weston as
‘combining ‘the Babylonian ziggurat with the
Kiwi outhouse’, was built over ten weeks on.
a Canterbury farm. Once complete, if was dis-
mantled for the journey into the city where
i t  was installed in the gallery as part of  4n
ongoing series of artists’ projects. Natural
Selection consisted of four tiered ramps;
fixed at right angles around a central tower.
Entrances at the top of each ramp led into a
revolving cubicle, described by Jones as 'the:
eye of the needle’,”® at which point the pat-
‘ticipant was:provided, ret with inspiration or
satvatian, but rather with four opticiis for

descent: ‘The thing about climbing to the top
is ~ where fs there to go? You justcome‘down
to the bottom again.’ Above each door, |ories.
had stencilled the word RACE: ‘| warited to
put on-something that evokes the way
anirnals oni farms are processed and the way
human beings are processed. There fst much
difference between mistreating animals and
mistreating a human being! Jones's enjoy-
ment of language, a-consistent element in his
later works, was evident in the annotated

Above 300 Steps, MtGay
[detall) 1982
‘Phatagraphedby ric Feasey.

Leff: Natural Seféction
‘(installed i r  Centre Court:of
“this Robart McDougallArt
Tafasy) 1985
Wood, ren, acrylic
Piivate: collation



drawings that accompanied the installation.
They played on anagrams for RACE — CARE
and ACRE — both of which played into Jones's
larger themes. It was at this point that he
began to explore language as a structure for
the demonstration and delivery of power, Like
-architecture; it can exclude or include-{exit/
no exit), direct, instruct or confuse.
Offered the carrot of  choice and free will,
participants in Natural Selection found them-
selves being controlled and manipulated by
the sculptor in absentia. The moment the
first step was taken, they had become players
in a larger game with uncertain rules and
consequences. Like a mob of sheep being
drafted between the pasture and the abattoir,
or refugees in‘concentration camp, those who
participated had entered a situation control-
led by an invisible and omnipotent other. As.
Tom Weston observed, ‘Children play on the

“sculpture far more happily than adults do.*
Here and There (p. 20), exhibited in 1986 as
part of the 'Aspects of Recent New Zealand
Art’ series at Auckland City Art Gallery, also
‘considered ideas of  personal freedom. Again,
an arrangement of steps and platforms with
directing arrows appeared to offer visitors a
Journey ar choice between two locations, or
states. At the bottom of the sculpture, a lid
marked HERE seemed to lead down into a
subterranean shaft; up the steps was a roofed
tubtcle with THERE stencilled above its dogr.
A window In the toor revealed a glimpse ofa

mirror at the other end, in which the viewer's
face was reflected. Those who thought they
had arrived at their destination were to
be disappointed: the door was padlocked,
denying entry. For Jones, the work attempted
‘to make a statement about the limbo of
our-everyday lives. It is about joumeys and
decisions, the object of them, whether they
indeed have an object, a destination, or an
outcome. I t  is about the present and the
future.’ He also saw i t  as a statement about
architecture's potential to imprison: ‘At the
same time as you are free to explore, there
is also the sense of entrapment.’
Many of Jones's concerns and motifs were
distilled in Pitfall, which was commissioned
by the Wellington City Art Gallery for the
lawn outside the public library. Three rela-
ted 'doors’, an-entrance and two éxits, led
down into the earth. Marked alternatively
ENTRANCE and EXIT/NO EXIT, they were all
padlocked, making the act of experiencing
the sculpture deliberately frustrating. Jones
related the installation to his experiences as
a child in air raid shelters during the Blitz and
nowhere in his work is the power of architec-
ture to entomb, or the function of steps as
an escape, more clearly stated, As Jones said,
‘This is a constant in my work: the forces
that, in a physical sense, threaten man's free-
dom and the way we might avoid detection
when that freedom seems in dangerof being
takeri from us.™

Above: Here and There
fdetal) 1996.
Tanalised pife
Lotfpction of theAvckiahdArt
Gatley Yolo Tamaki ~

Right: Boorn (instalation
view) 1986
Shed 11, Natiorial Gallery,
Wellington =







Journeys: Decisions

In  ‘1988, Janes received Arts Cound funding:
for-a-trip te  Europe. White visting Grizedale—
Forest in Cumbria, he was Tnvited to.makea
sculpture, The resulting work, Axis (p. 22),
wascanstructed from the stones of a dry-
stone wall. The main purpose of Jones's Arts

- Couicll application was ty: visit therzonicen=
tration camp at  Dachau, an experiente that
would induce some of the most haunting
sculptures of his.career — a series-of black
wall reliefs depicting buildings with boarded
up windows and half-open doors, Bleak and
shadawy, with no sign of human presence,
they exuded a sense of hopelessness and des-
‘pair in the face of an all-encompassing evil.
‘Sevgral earlier works, made for anexhibition
‘at the Manawatu Art Gallery about 1987, had
included references to the trains that had
been used te transport prisoners to the camps,
Jones had stripped away his customary bright
colours, and the wood was no longer natural
pine — it had takein on thé empty blackness
of places that had nievér seen the sun.
During his time in Europe, Jones had alse visit-
ed some df the places of his childhcod.and
memories of his wartime experfences, never
far from his mind, began to surface. His resi-
dency at the Otago Polytechriic in 1989 pro-
vided an opportunity to explore the residue
of those times and used the themeof flight
i t  booth in its literal and metaphorical senses,
‘Orig sculpture from the subsequent
exhibition ‘Escape-and Flight’ consisted of

three vertical pine boxes (p. 30), marked
GO GOING GONE Givone side. and GAS
GASSING GASSED on the other. Set info the
top of these structures, semicircles marked
with Arabic and Roman aumerals seemed
to suggest that the human predilection
for yinlence and destruction was constant,
across time and culture, Wooden panels,
fanning-out above the numbers, reserrbled
an opéning book o i  the passing of time.
Cther works, such as Cross (What Timer)
{1989, p. 23), likened the fall of a doomed
aeroplane to a personal failure of faith.
In 1981, jones created a major installation,
Dream ofa Prisoner {p. 24), for the
Canterbury Society of Arts. it drew upon the
earlier rellef works, combining them with
other elements to. sombre and profound
effect. A classical temple occupied the céntré:
of the floor, with four ladders placed flat
araunid it at right angles. Five large wooden
reliefs were hung en the surrounding walls,
offering glimpses, through shallow doers,
archways and windows, of buildings beyond,
sammie industrial, others classical in form.
By painting every object in the room blaek,
Jones crated a landscape of impiisonfnent
and hopelessness that was both physical and-
internal, negating the idea of steep as the
prisoner's release,
Jones's In SearchofGo({)d series had been pre-
figured by a series.of wall reliefs in the late.
1980s, with titles such as Panhandle; Shovel

‘ ITER

Above: Cross (What Time?)
faery 1989
Wood, copper, acylic
Eolibesion ofWhkstipua

Left, Axis 1988
“Stone
Colfectionof Gridedald Feat,
Chirtbici :
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and Gabriel's Dream, which drew on the gold
mining history of the Central Otago region.
In 1992, Jones, who was now living close to
the area where several of the most significant
early strikes occurred, began to make works
that drew an analogy between the southern
gold rush and another kind of quest — the
search for spiritual enlightenment. The
resulting exhibition, seen at the Robert
McDougall Art Gallery in 1993, combined a
variety of  materials, including local schist,
Oamaru stone, copper, pine and aluminium,
in'structures that recalled mining dredges
and sluice boxes. Throughout, the imagery of
journeying and pilgrimage abounded, in tilted
ladders, ascending steps and arrows. Jones's
now-characteristic gorse-flower yellow sym-
bolised the promised riches at stake: 'For me,
yellow means light and | associate it with
gold. Yet, as in many of Jones's previous,
works, an ultimate destination er resolution
proved elusive. As Justin Paton observed,

‘theré is no real destination, no reward, no
God found or paydirt struck’'® Such ambival-
ence reflected Jones's awn interest, but
ultimate uncertainty, in the true nature of
spiritual belief: | admire people who have
faith tremendously. As for myself, | can’t
quite make that leap.”
Eight years after completing In Search of
Go(l}d (1993), Jones turned again ic the
historyof his local environment with Stream
(2001, p. 25). This time, his theme was an-
other sought-after commodity — the liquid
gold’ of the electricity-generating rivers of
the South (sland, in particular, the nearby
Arrow, Five elements in a tight arrangement.
that spanned wall and floor suggested the
devices constructed to trap and filter the
powerful flow of water. Though physically
absent, water was tangibly present as a pal-
pable energy that rushed from one element
to the next— ‘dramatic distillation made
visible’ in the words of David Eggleton.”

Above: Dream of a Prisoner
(details) 1991
Wood, plywood, acrylic
Collectiofrofthe ChastthurcArt
Gallery Te Puna o Waiwhsty, gifted
bythe artist, 7992: ’
Photographedby Brendan Lee

Right: Stream 2001
Capper, brass, plywood, acrylic
Collectionof the Bunedin Public:
Art Gallery .
Phatographed by TigiHawkins







Arrivals and Departures

Recent works by Jones have continued to use
thie metaphor of  journey to tease out both —
prosaic and profound concerns. The Big D
(1998, p. 26) at first appears to be a simple
statement of the act of leaving, but it also
opens up a deeper conversation about depar-
tures of other kinds. It was one of a group
of several small wall-based sculptures con-
ceming airports and flights Jones made as he
and his wife Pat were preparing to go over-
seas for six months. A small arrow and yellow
ladder breach the gap between a slate
‘runway’ and a glowing copper ‘wing’, the
gravity of the materials suggesting that this
particular voyage may be more significant
than we first think. One farewell makes us
think about all farewells; the small journey
suggests the great one. The title of the sculp-
ture recalls the kind of euphemism embodied
by ‘The Big Sleep’ — suddenly the act of
catching a plane is imbued with far greater
consequence, as we, the passengers, are
channelled (voluntarily or otherwise) towards
our ascension. Another work in this series,
Black Box, seemed to offer even less cause
for optimism: while one arrow pointed up,
thie other pointed down. Memarial further
extended the idea of transformation from
the earthbound to the airborne, with the
word SLATE rewritten as STELA.
Battle Group (Last Supper) (2002, p. 28) was
part of:a selection of recent works Jones exhi-
bited under the collective title ‘Moorings’ at

the Dunedin Public Art Gallery in 2003.
ltconsisted of thirteen sculptural elements,
individually mounted en wooden tables,
which were arranged in the form of a cross.
Each was marked with a stencilled phrase
relating to locations on an aercplane or war-
ship. Most — cockpit, vent, flight deck, bridge
— were merely descriptive, but in the context
of the work's subtitle, the rearrangement of
‘siren’ to form ‘risen’ suggested another
agenda. Alone, they operated as succinct,
sculptural statements — a harmonious union
of form and materials. Together, however,
they resembled a mysterious, elegiac proces-
sion, laid out like recovered elements inan
accident investigation.

In contrast, Landing (2003, p. 29) reveals
Jones in playful form, combining references
to esoteric knowledge with elegantly con-
trasting materials and forms. An aluminium
and copper ziggurat, symbol of the age-old
search for spiritual connection, is capped by
a square section of slate, while nearby a
brass circle is suspended over a bright copper
cylinder by delicate supports. Linking both
elements is a ‘T-shaped brass rod, which
Jones has described as ‘a paraphrase of an air-
craft's tricycle undercarriage’ — a reference
to flight that is reinforced by the sculpture’s
title. Like encrypted, newly discovered mes-
sages fram an unknown source, maze designs
«drawn from traditional Irish and Scottish
patterns are-Inscribed into both the circle

Above: Ceiling (detail) 1998
Copper, brass, slate, wood;
-aenylic
Collectionof the artist
Photographed byBrendalt tae

Left: The Big D 1598
Copper, brass; slate, wood,
atric Co
Cotlectionaf theartist
Photographedby Brendan tes
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atid square. As. did the steps and ladders o f
prévisus works, these mazes represent the
path toward our final destination, revealing it
ds anything but simple and straightforward,
Do our choices make a difference in the long
run? Once we have climbed the ziggurat and
found our way to the centre of the maze,
must we simply turn around and go back
down again?

.Jones's series of large fabricated steel
structures, such as Anchor What? (2002; p.
5), sustain this sense of brio and enquiry,
while their simple, distilled forms recapture
the tempered energy of the fibreglass
wotks of the 1970s, The most recent is
a towering sculpture for the forecourt: of
the Christchurch Art Gallery Te Punao
Waiwhetu. Scissor's symmetrical black
steel sections inteflock and oppose each
other to form what jones has describeif as
a Visual anagram’. Operating 8s-a niittor,
they-enefgise the space between therm,

two halves b f a riysterious equation, Like
all of Jones's work, Scissorhas its origins. in
an-ordinary object — a Yale padlock: 'l was
interested in the basic cube structure. | find
the best things you make are simple — they
shouldn't be. complicated a t  all’
Quer more than forty years as a sculptor;
Jones has used reduced forms, vernacular
materials and a distinctive reperteire of syrm-
bals to explore a variety of concerhs, from
personal freedom ahd spiritual enlighten-
ment to the way we interact with others
‘ahd our environment. Perhaps his greatest
strength is his ability te investigate profound
sues Tn a way that never veils his sense of
wonder and love for life. Combining irrepres-
sible curicsity with a healthy scepticism, his
sculptures dissect and analyse the world in
ahd argund him dnd invite us to do the sami;
as though the meaningof life were some-
Hew enciypied in'simiple things. As, surely,
i t  must be. )

Above: fort the work Battle
‘Gtoup (Last Supper)
(details) 2002
Lei; Buoy
Cantre: Vent
Right: Cockpit
“Copper, aluminium, servic
Ctlecton of the prise
Photographed by Fim Howie:

Right: Landing 2603:
“Alurninium, Copper, bass shite
 Gollection of the artist .
Plistographiedby: Tim Hawking
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Chronology
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1970
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1973
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tazh
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Ciallery, Christchurch,
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Began 16 uss plywood and fibreglass.

14975
Jordi whiner, Hansells Sculpture Award, Watrarapa
Arts. Centre, Masterton,

1976
Solo exhibition "Morgan. Jomes' a t  3A
Gallery, Christchurch,

1977
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nd Aigantighe Art Gallery, Timaru.

1978
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attended International Sculpture Conferdtice
at Yorkshire Sculpture Paik, England.
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tard installation, Dunidin PublicArt Gallery:
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Seulptures
— Jaws 1575 - ==  —

Plywood, fibreglass, epoxy asin; agri
1710 740% 420 mm }
Collection ofAshburton Distilet Council

Quarters 1975
Plywood, fibreglass, epoxy resin, acrylic

© 243A 9 Fh

Chitectionof theChristchurchArt Gallery
Te Puna a Waiwhetu, gifted by thaartist, 1959

Fénceline 1977
Wood; metal, rope.
718 % 1040.2 180 fim
Private colfsction

Rock 1978
Leather; rock.
T0505¢380% 170‘ mm
Collection oftheartisr,

slung 1975
Wood, metal rings, lebtherstraps
564% 1126 %41Ffin } }
Collection of the Christahurch Art Gallery
TePiria 0Walwhet,gifted bythe arti, 1999
Here and There 1986
Tanialised pine
scat: #3000 63000 mm
Collectionafithe AucklandAryGallaryToi Tafnakl:

Look Out 1586.
Wood
4500% 50 x 50 (base 109053, mri)
Collection af the artist

Crass {What Time7). 198%
“Waid, copper, acrylic
2410 % 800 x BOO mm
Collection ofWhakatisna

Go Going Gone 1989
Wood, alumifium, philic
T8207 1520.x 220 me

“Collection of Whakatipup

Collection ofthe Dunedin Public Art Gallery.

‘Battle Group (Last Supper) 2002
Braaker, 920 x 700 x680.mm
Crews, 520 X'1108 x 520 mint
CaEkpit, 920 x 710% 520mm
Buoy, $20 x 500 x 360 mm
Amidships, 920 x 860% 365 mm
SitenifRisen, 920 x 880. x 360mm
Launch, 920.x 720 x 360 mm
Bridge, 920'x 650% 520mm
Hatich, 920% 780 x 520 mm
Vent, 920 x670 x 680 mm
Dive, 820% 1020 x 520 m i
Flight Deck, 920.x 680x 588 min
Prow, S20 x. 900x 680 mim
All pléces capper; aluminium, atridicir wieden tblg:
Coltadtion.of the artist

Dreamaf a-Prisoner-1991 Landing 2063
“Wiod, pywood, acrilis __Alumninium, copper, brass, state
Dimensions variable (coliseum, 540%THORKeom; 426622 x1  2060.rh
ladders,50-x 290:x 1535) oo  Collection uf thearist
‘Cnllection sfthe Christchurch ArtGallery: }Te Puna 0 Waiwhetu, gifted by the attist,1992 ivi 2004
Shuice (In Search of Go(l)d) 1993 2438 x 4810 4286 mm
Wood, copper, acrylis. © Collectionof the Lhristehurch drebiallon
“1530 2750 x 3000 mm Té Fanaa Wafwhétu.
Collection ofthe artist
Cefling 1998 Magquettes

“Capper, brass, slats, wand, acrylic Stand 1984
1350% 350x 60 Fam’ Wood, 210x382 x 343 mm
‘Coltertion ofthe artist Collection ofthe  Dursidii Public ArtGatiery

TheBigb oss Natural Selection 1985.
‘Copper, brass, slate, waod,acrylic Wood, 280% 638 x 620 rh }“015x630 % 120 mim Cotlection of the CheisichurchArt CatteryCallection ofthe Artist Ta PunaoWaiwhetu
Stream 2001 Byom 1986
Copper, brass, plywdod, acrylic Wood; acrylic; 285:x 600%400 mm
T3605 3600 x3000 mm uflection ofthis artist

Quarters1975:
Plywond,Sbreglass, epoxy
‘resin, acre
Eatlection of the Christohrchast.
iffery, iter by thé artist; 958
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